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Bloxorn
The Space Cube
[Cube]

Ca Cl Fl Fo Qu Sn
8 10 6 4 8 6
CaT CO MA RaD SE Fr(3)
4 4 6 10 4 8

Concept Matter-Manipulating Cube
Trouble Allergic to Solitude
Res&Dev I wrote The Book on it.
Fringe I know what you’re thinking.
MystArts Tinkering with Life

Description:
As a member of a race that for aeons has kept to itself

on its planet unlocking the secrets of their selves, Bloxorn
was too outgoing a Gornomian. He finished his schoolings early
and well, but on the way annoyed his peers with inquisition
into their lives, rather than contemplation of his own.

So, being ironically isolated from his knd even more because
of his attempts to get closer, he looked up to the stars for
an answer to his problems. With the use of technologies of
his planet, and some improvements of his own, he set out to
traverse to new planets, finding new beings to learn about.

And learn he did. His findings were marvelous and mystical,
and deconstructed with scientific precision, noted and stored.
After what he lived through, if there was a topic in science,
there was a high likelihood, he had already written a book
on it.

Through his travels through vast expanses of nothingness,
Bloxorn’s mind is not what it used to be. While still as sharp
as a knife, he has also, over time, garnered a nigh allergic
reaction to solitude. Thus his interstellar travels in search
of the perfect compatriots turned more and more sporadic. Ultimately
he settled on [INSERT YOU PLANET HERE], and decided that he
would have to make it do, for he could not withstand another
age of void in his life.

As a gornomian scientist, Bloxorn is well versed in the
workings of gornomian minds. This might from time to time
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be a problem, as he tends to assume that beings around him
will act and react as his kin. On the average, however, he
knows relatively well, what others are thinking.

As an inquisitive person, he is quite the able technician.
This is furthermore helped by the gornomian physique, as Gornomians
are able to molecularly manipulate anything in the area they
call their body. This allows him to intricately maneuver parts
and tools, giving him an edge over other beings in the department
of precision of construction and deconstruction of objects.
He also gains insight of the composition of the materials in
his volume.

He especially enjoys tinkering with biological matter. While
he can be a good healer, he often gets carried away, with curiosity
winning over the safety of the patients.

A typical Gornomian is a 40x40x40cm3 slightly fluorescent
cube, with the colour of their light varying from specimen
to specimen. Gornomians are transparent, and usually immaterial,
but they can quickly change the composition of their insides
to solidify themselves.

The average specimen can manipulate matter only in their
volume, but can detect any particles they are specifically
attuned to that enter them. as such, their bodies can be metaphorically
compared to omnidirectional eyes and ears, detecting directions,
velocities and types of particles, and directions, frequencies
and mediums of wave.

The time they need to decode those signals into "images"
depends on the attention given to each, but at two different
channels of information (tested on visible light spectrum and
human hearing range), their speed of perception is comparable
to humans.

Bloxorn is of a grayish-blue glow, and is slightly larger
than the average Gornomian, at 42x41.2x43cm3
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Enrique Svenssen
(Jane Smithington)
The Magician without the Magician
[Animated objects]

Ca Cl Fl Fo Qu Sn
6 8 10 6 8 4
CaT CO MA RaD SE Fr(AnOb)
4 4 10 4 8 6

Concept Cloud of Magic and Ego
Trouble Crumbling Narcissist
MystArts Magic is Real
SocEng I’m perfect and everyone believes me.
Fringe Pains of a thousand paper-cuts.

Description:
Once a known Las-Vegas magician, Enrique had it all. She

had his show, she had his fans, and more than everything, she
had the skill, both to woo people and to conduct is tricks.
It is not often that rivalries go awry, but in this case hier
counterpart couldn’t stand her success, and her flaunting of
it.

This way, in the middle of the day, Bjorn Hernandez, the
second best, the one always standing in the shade of Enrique,
had enough. It was not infrequent that they visited each other
in their rooms, but it was unusual to do so with a knife in
hand. With a stab to the abdomen, and a slice to the neck,
Enrique’s life ended.

The case was cut and dry. Bjorn tried to get rid of the
weapon, but it was traced to him, and he had a motive. As
such he was brought to justice swiftly. And yet, even if not
teeming with anger and thirst for vengeance, Enrique was not
allowed to rest in peace.

Under the dark of night, her body was abducted from the
morgue. A deranged fan of hers had found a book, detailing
magical rituals of various sort, and not being able to stand
the thought of her favourite celebrity not existing anymore,
too matters into their own hands.

Blood has been spilt, candles lit, shapes drawn in chalk
and salt. And then the unthinkable happened. While in the
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cellar it seemed the ritual had failed, as it should have,
in a place further away, the room Enrique was murdered in,
a soul was torn from rest. Blindly scuffling around the room,
it instinctively focused on what it knew best, the handy deck
of cards, the top hat, the lavish cape. A blinding light fell
upon no living eyes.

The transformation took a toll on Enrique. Having lost
her face, her body, had felt as if an anchor holding her to
this world was released, and she did not like the feeling of
this kind of floating. She tries not to think of it.

In the best of times, she is her old self, believing herself
to be perfect and invincible, far over the edge of being annoying.
And in those times, rarely anyone can say no to this, for her
confidence in herself is so strong. The cards that are now
part of her disperse and form a semblance of her old self,
her top hat shines, and her cape flutters in a mysterious ether,
whether wind blows or not.

However, not all times are best. Oftentimes, when she looks
in the mirror, and sees the imitation that she is, her high
spirit falls to the ground like a feather in vacuum. In those
times, she crumbles apart, her cards buzzing around in a formless
cloud, the hat and cape drifting apart. She becomes apathetic,
or worse, starts whining. And no one wants to listen to her
whining.

Although she lost her face, the binding was not all bad,
as through her now magical nature, she found she could not
only do the comparably parlor tricks, but had access to real
magic. She could summon doves from her hat, she could teleport
small objects, she could make things float, and she did not
know where her powers ended.

Lastly, realizing the predicament she was in, she ran away,
and during her trek through the country, she found a attribute
of her form quite useful. Her form did not deteriorate as
usual objects did In particular, the cards had edges sharp
as if they were just fresh, and if she angled them just right...
Let’s just say the assailant had problems recovering.
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Alia Gingerburrow
The Drunk-Fu Master.

Ca Cl Fl Fo Qu Sn
6 6 4 10 8 8
CaT CO MA RaD SE Fr(X)
10 8 6 4 4 X

Concept Drunk-Fu Adept
Trouble There’s room for one more.
Com&Tact The steady water hollows the stone.
CovOps Steeling the Nerves
MystArts Lucky Streak

Description:
The Noi-than Monastery was not the best in the world, but

it was famous in its area. It was where the masters Genoia
and Smitty started on their paths to enlightenment. It also
so happened to have been the place that the Gringerburrows
send their fourth child, after realizing, they could not possibly
bring up one more child.

Alia was a problematic kid, from the start. She was able,
that all the tutors agreed on. She wasn’t impatient, as some
of the kids given to them were. And yet, they knew she would
never make a good monk.

It was the isolation from the world. She felt too strong
a connection, and in the puritan, otherworldly place that the
monastery was, the only way she felt she could connect to the
outside, was through vices.

By the age of 20, she was known as the Monastery’s dealer.
She herself didn’t do anything hard, but she always knew how
to get it, and was rarely not drunk. She also, through her
years of amassing material wealth, became a great glutton.

Despite all of that, however, her education as a monk never
halted, or even hampered. While she was a tad sloppy in battle,
she could easily hold her own against her companions-in-training.

It helped verily, that she had this incredible knack of
being able to use any weak spot she found in her opponents’
defenses. Curios was, that those often arose from external
circumstances. It was widely known of her fight with Gark-oh,
where she took him down in one hit, after a bird accidentally
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hit a gong, diverting his attention from the sparring.
And if there was something she was good at, it was receiving

hits. Se had the endurance of a mule, and the elders speculated,
that it took a very specific ratio of inebriation and skill,
to be able to dodge and ignore pain this optimally.

Ultimately, because of her bad influence over the other
disciples, the tutors exiled her from the temple. She wandered
the world, living fast, borrowing money and living exquisitely,
until debts started to creep up, at which point she would quickly
pack up and leave for another, more friendly place.

After years of gluttony and depravity, she still hold on
rather well. While she consciously never learned the ways
of the Kung-Fu masters, the training did it’s work. She sometimes
even surprised herself with what her body could do to people
opposed to her.

She has a bit of a drunkard’s belly, but is as flexible
as the day she stepped out of the Monastery, and while she
looks unsuspecting, under the fat she hides muscles than can
send many a bouncer flying.

She feels the best in, or in the vicinity of a bar, and
is never seen all too far from the bottle. They say that an
angry beast when sober, but no one has actually seen her this
way, so no one can say for sure if this is true.

She left the days of dealing in illegal substances behind,
but in a crunch is still able to get connected with the right
people. The more so, because people compare her looks to those
of a redhead female Santa Claus, and people just tend to feel
comfortable around her. She just has to listen.
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